SUBJ/2019 PERMANENT MASTER AND CHIEF ENGINEER SELECTION BOARD
RESULTS/
RMKS/1. THE 2019 PERMANENT MASTER AND CHIEF ENGINEER SELECTION BOARD MET THE WEEK OF
28 JAN01 FEB 2019 AT NAVY PERSONNEL COMMAND IN MILLINGTON, TN. THE BOARD CONSISTED OF
THE PRESIDENT AND 10 BOARD MEMBERS. IN KEEPING WITH LAST YEARS BOARD, RECORDS WERE
REVIEWED IN A MULTI-STEP PROCESS THAT INCLUDED SCORING, COLLABORATIVE DISCUSSION,
AND ELECTRONIC VOTING.

2. THE BOARD REVIEWED 50 MASTER AND 49 CHIEF ENGINEER APPLICATIONS AND ASSOCIATED
EVALUATIONS. WHILE COMPETITION WAS KEEN, PROMOTION OPPORTUNITY WAS SIGNIFICANTLY
HIGHER THAN LAST YEAR. RESULTS PLACED APPLICANTS IN ONE OF THREE CATEGORIES: SELECTED FOR
PERMANENT PROMOTION; QUALIFIED INSUFFICIENT OPPORTUNITY (QIO); AND NOT SELECTED.

3. THOSE SELECTED FOR PROMOTION OR QIO WERE SUBSEQUENTLY SCREENED FOR POTENTIALLY
ADVERSE INFORMATION AND, IN SOME CASES, VETTED BY A PANEL OF SENIOR PERSONNEL IN
ACCORDANCE WITH COMSCINST 12330.3H.

4. PLEASE JOIN ME IN CONGRATULATING THE FOLLOWING MARINERS SELECTED FOR:

PERMANENT PROMOTION - MASTER
AGUINALDO PETER G
BLACKBURN LESLIE J II
BLACK CHARLES E JR
COOK CHRISTOPHER P
DONNELLY RAYMOND M
HANBURY AUSTIN R
HOAG MATTHEW M
KINGSBURY ARTHUR J
KUTKIEWICZ TODD R
MATHLIN JAMIE A
MCCABE THOMAS E
MULLANEY PATRICK H
NOLAN PETER J
PASCAL GEORGE
PENNY TY R
PORTER TIMOTHY M
REISS AARON P
SALAS MATTHEW J
SANCHEZ PADILLA YAMIL
SPRAGUE HARRY B
SYLVESTER ROBERT
TAPP KEVIN M
WISEMAN DANIEL J
PERMANENT PROMOTION - CHIEF ENGINEER
BRIGGS JASON C
CLARK MATTHEW M
DEMPSEY MATTHEW F
DESOUSA CHRISTOPHER E
DUNN JOHN N
ESTRADA ROLANDO S
GOUZOUlis GALEN A
HANLON WILLIAM F IV
INGERSON MATTHEW S
JOHNSON BENJAMIN E
KOlenIK DANIEL B
PENERA LUDOVICO M JR
PENNEY CASEY D
POPE TOMmie L JR
QUACH VU KHANH
RUANGSUWAN TANASAK
SWANSON JEFFEREY B
TUNSTALL JEREMY S
VALENtINE DARREn L JR
VICKERS ATLEY B JR
WANNERmEYER JOHN D
WASHINGTON NICHOLAS D
WILSON MICHAEL M
YOUNG JEFFERY
Zelenka DANIEL B

QUALIFIED INSUFFICIENT OPPORTUNITY - MASTER
VARNER BRANDON J
STREEPER ADAM P
FORD GARY
HADLEY LEON A
TAMASOVICH JOSHUA T

QUALIFIED INSUFFICIENT OPPORTUNITY - CHIEF ENGINEER
NIANG SIDY
GUTIERREZ RUBEN C

5. INDIVIDUALS ON THE QUALIFIED INSUFFICIENT OPPORTUNITY LIST MAY BE CALLED TO SERVE AS TEMPORARY MASTER OR CHIEF ENGINEER AS NEEDS ARISE. THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT THEY WILL BE ASKED TO SAIL ON TEMPORARY PROMOTION, NOR DOES IT MEAN THAT THEY WILL BE SELECTED FOR PERMANENT PROMOTION OR QUALIFIED INSUFFICIENT OPPORTUNITY NEXT YEAR.

6. INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE FORTHCOMING ON THE PROCESS FOR THOSE NOT SELECTED TO OBTAIN PERSONAL FEEDBACK.

7. I EXTEND MY SINCERE GRATITUDE TO THE BOARD MEMBERS AND SUPPORT STAFF FOR PLANNING AND PROFESSIONALLY EXECUTING THIS SELECTION BOARD.

8. UNITED WE SAIL! MEWBOURNE SENDS.

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED//